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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to develop a framework for designing controllers
for nite state systems which are robust with respect to uncertainties. A determin-
istic model for uncertainties is introduced, leading to a dynamic game formulation
of the robust control problem. This problem is solved using an appropriate infor-
mation state. A risk-sensitive stochastic control problem is formulated and solved
for Hidden Markov Models, corresponding to situations where the model for the
uncertainties is stochastic. The two problems are related using small noise limits.
Key words: Robust control, output feedback dynamic games, nite state machines,
output feedback risk-sensitive stochastic optimal control, hidden Markov models.
AMS(MOS) subject classications (1991): 93B36, 93C41, 49K35, 93E20.
1 Introduction
A nite state machine (FSM) is a discrete{time system dened by the model8><
>:
xk+1 = f(xk; uk);
yk+1 = g(xk); k = 0; 1; : : : ;M;
(1.1)
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where the state xk evolves in a nite set X, and the control uk and output yk take values
in nite sets U and Y, respectively. These sets have n, m, and p elements, respectively.
The behavior of the FSM is described by a state transition map f : XU! X and an
output map g : X! Y.
FSM models, together with accompanying optimal control problems, have been used
widely in applications. However, it is typically the case that deterministic treatments of
such problems do not specically deal with disturbances, e.g., as arising from modelling
errors, sensor noise, etc. In this paper we propose and solve a general robust control prob-
lem for FSMs, paralleling the framework that has been developed for linear systems (e.g.
Doyle et al [2]). The approach we adopt is motivated by [6], [7]. We thus develop a general
framework for robust output feedback control of FSMs which specically incorporates a
deterministic model for disturbances and their eects.
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are a dierent but closely related class of models, and
numerous ltering, estimation, and control problems for them have been proposed and
employed in applications. These models use a probabilistic description of disturbances.
However, the majority of applications to date use a risk-neutral stochastic optimal control
formulation. It is clear from the work of Jacobson [4], Whittle [11] and others that a
controller more conservative than the risk-neutral one can be very useful. Indeed, it is
well known that risk-sensitive controllers are very closely related to robust controllers,
see [2], [6]. Here, we formulate and solve such a risk-sensitive stochastic optimal control
problem for HMMs. Our solution, which is interesting in itself, leads us to the solution of
the robust control problem for FSMs mentioned above. This is achieved by using a HMM
which is designed to be a small random perturbation of the FSM (1.1), and employing
large deviation limits as in [6]. It is possible to solve the robust control problem directly
using an appropriate information state, once it is known, as in [7] (the large deviation
limit identies an information state).
The robust control problem for FSMs is formulated in x2; this entails dening a de-
terministic disturbance mechanism with associated cost functions. In x3, a stochastic
disturbance model and a risk-sensitive control problem are dened. The risk-sensitive
problem is solved, and a small noise limit is evaluated and used in x4 to solve the robust
control problem of x2.
2 Formulation of the Robust Control Problem
2.1 Deterministic Perturbation
The FSM model (1.1) predicts that if the current state is x and a control input u is
applied, the next state will be x0 = f(x; u). However, a disturbance may aect the actual
system and result in a transfer to a state x00 6= x0 instead. Similarly, the model predicts
the next output to be y0 = g(x), whereas a disturbance may cause an output y00 6= y0 to be
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observed. Additionally, the initial state x0 may be unknown, and consequently we shall
regard it as a disturbance.
We model the inuence of disturbances as follows. Consider the following FSM model
with two additional (disturbance) inputs w and v:
8><
>:
xk+1 = b(xk; uk; wk);
yk+1 = h(xk; vk); k = 0; 1; : : : ;M;
(2.1)
where, wk and vk take values in nite setsW and V respectively, and as in (1.1), xk 2 X,
yk 2 Y, uk 2 U. Thus x
00 = b(x; u; w) for some w 2W, and y00 = h(x; v) for some v 2 V.




there exists w; 2W such that




there exists v; 2 V such that
h(x; v;) = g(x) for all x 2 X:
(2.3)
The symbols w; and v; [8] play the role of \zero inputs", so that when no disturbances
are present (i.e. wk  w;, and vk  v;), the behavior of (2.1) is the same as (1.1).
We will assume that there exists a null control u; 2 U and an equilibrium or rest state
x; 2 X such that
x; = f(x;; u;):
The set of possible initial states is denoted N0  X, and assumed to contain x;, while
the set of possible future states for the disturbance model (2.1) is
NX(x; u) = fb(x; u; w) : w 2Wg  X;
and the corresponding set of possible future outputs is
NY(x) = fh(x; v) : v 2 Vg  Y:
These sets can be thought of as \neighborhoods" of the nominal future values f(x; u),
g(x), and are determined by the maps b and h. These can be designed as appropriate for
the application at hand.
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2.2 Cost Functions
To quantify the eect of the disturbances, a measure of their \sizes" is required. To this
end, one species functions
w :W XU! R; v : V X! R;  : X! R;
with the following properties:8><
>:
w(w;; x; u) = 0 for all x 2 X; u 2 U;




v(v;; x) = 0 for all x 2 X;





+1 > (x0)  0 for all x0 6= x; 2 N0;
(x0) = +1 for all x0 62 N0;
(2.6)
We think of w(w; x; u) as the magnitude of the disturbance w as it aects the sys-
tem when it is in state x with control u applied, and v(v; x) as the magnitude of the
disturbance v when in state x. Of course, null disturbances are assigned zero cost. The
cost function  species the amount of uncertainty regarding the initial state. The two





0 if x = x0;
 1 if x 6= x0:
Associated with these cost functions are quantities which dene the optimal cost of
transfering from x to x00 and the optimal cost of producing the output y00. These quantities
will be used in the solution of the robust control problem below. They are dened by
U(x; x00; u)
4
= minw2W fw(w; x; u) : x
00 = b(x; u; w)g ;
V (x; y00)
4
= minv2V fv(v; x) : y
00 = h(x; v)g :
(2.7)
We adopt the convention that the minimum over an empty set equals +1. Thus U and
V are extended real valued functions. Note that
U(x; f(x; u); u) = 0 for all x 2 X; u 2 U;
U(x; b(x; u; w); u)  0 for all w 6= w; 2W; x 2 X; u 2 U;
U(x; x00; u) = +1 if x00 62 NX(x; u):
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and
V (x; g(x)) = 0 for all x 2 X;
V (x; h(x; v))  0 for all v 6= v; 2 V; x 2 X;
V (x; y00) = +1 if y00 62 NY(x):
2.3 Robust Control
As part of the problem specication, one denes an additional output quantity
zk+1 = `(xk; uk);(2.8)
where zk takes values in a nite set Z, and ` : X  U ! Z. We assume there exists a
specic null element z; 2 Z such that
`(x;; u;) = z;:(2.9)
A cost function for this output is also specied, with the properties8><
>:
z(z;) = 0;
z(z)  0 for all z 2 Z:
(2.10)
The output quantity z and its associated cost function z encode the performance ob-
jective of the problem at hand. To summarize, the complete system is described by the
equations 8>>>>>><
>>>>>:
xk+1 = b(xk; uk; wk);
zk+1 = `(xk; uk);
yk+1 = h(xk; vk); k = 0; 1; : : : ;M:
(2.11)
The state variable xk is not measured directly, and so the controller must make use
of information available in the output signal y0;k; i.e., the controller must be an output
feedback controller. We denote by Ok;l the set of non{anticipating control policies dened
on the interval [k; l]; i.e., those controls for which there exist functions uj : Y
j k+1 ! U
such that uj = uj(yk+1;j) for each j 2 [k; l].
The output feedback robust control problem we wish to solve is the following: given




z(zk+1)  (x0) + 
M 1X
k=0
(w(wk; xk; uk) + v(vk; xk))(2.12)
for all (w; v) 2WM VM , x0 2 X.
Remark 2.1 The formulation of this problem is similar to the H1 problem in the time
domain for nonlinear systems [7], motivated by the formulation for linear systems [2].
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2.4 Dynamic Game
The robust control problem formulated above can be recast as a dynamic game problem,
see, e.g., [7] and the references contained therein. The payo function for a controller
u 2 O0;M 1 (player 1) and disturbances (w; v; x0) 2W
M VM X (player 2) is given by





z(zk+1)   (w(wk; xk; uk) + v(vk; xk)) :







fJ(u; w; v; x0)g :
The bound
0  J(u)  M max
z2Z
z(z)(2.13)
is readily veried. The dynamic game problem is to nd an output feedback controller






the robust control objective (2.12) is achieved.
We will solve this dynamic game problem in x4.
2.5 State Feedback Robust Control
For completeness and clarity, we consider now the solution of the robust control problem
in the special case where complete state information is available. In this case, g(x)  x
and h(x; v)  x, so that yk+1 = xk for all k, and Ok;l = Sk;l, the class of U{valued
non{anticipating functions of the state xk;l.







for all w 2WM , given x0 = x;, and  > 0.

















0  J(u)  M max
z2Z
z(z):(2.18)










z(zl+1)  w(wl; xl; ul) : xk = x
)
;(2.19)
and the corresponding dynamic programming equation is8>><
>>:
f k (x) = minu2Umaxw2W
n
f k+1(b(x; u; w)) + z(`(x; u))  w(w; x; u)
o
f M(x) = 0:
(2.20)
Theorem 2.2 (Necessity) Assume that us 2 S0;M 1 solves the state feedback robust con-
trol problem. Then there exists a solution f  to the dynamic programming equation (2.20)
such that f k (x)  0,
f 0 (x;) = 0. (Suciency) Assume that there exists a solution f
 of
the dynamic programming equation (2.20) such that f k (x)  0,
f 0 (x;) = 0. Let ~u

k(x)
be the control value achieving the minimum in (2.20). Then ~uk(x) is a state feedback
controller which solves the state feedback robust control problem (2.16).
Proof. For x 2 X, k 2 [0;M ] dene f k (x) by (2.19). Then we have
0  f k (x)  (x);
for some constant (x) depending on M . By dynamic programming f  solves equation
(2.20). By denition,
f 0 (x;)  J
(us)  0;
and so f 0 (x;) = 0. This proves the necessity part.
As for suciency, standard dynamic programming arguments and the hypotheses im-
ply that
0 = f 0 (x;) = J
(u):
Therefore by (2.17) we see that u solves the state feedback robust control problem.
3 A Risk{Sensitive Stochastic Control Problem
In this section we formulate and solve a risk-sensitive stochastic control problem for Hid-
den Markov Models (HMM). While the particular HMM treated is a random perturbation
of the FSM (1.1), [5], the method applies more generally.
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3.1 Random Perturbation
The random perturbation dened below is a stochastic analog of the deterministic per-
turbation introduced in x2, and indeed much of the notation from x2 will be used here.
A controlled Hidden Markov Model consists of an X valued controlled Markov chain
x"k together with a Y valued output process y
"
k whose behavior is determined by a state
transition matrix A"(u) and an output probability matrix B"(x) [9]. These matrices are
























where the functions U and V are dened by (2.7), and the normalizing constants Z"x;u and




























00 j xk = x

= B"(x)y00 ;
where Pu is the probability distribution on XM+1  YM dened by a control policy
u 2 O0;M 1:
P






The HMM (3.1) satises the consistency conditions
lim
"!0







1 if x00 = f(x; u);




1 if y00 = g(x);
0 if y00 6= g(x):
8








1 if x0 = x;;
0 if x0 6= x;:
Thus if x"0 ! x;, we have
(x"0;M ; y
"
1;M)! (x0;M ; y1;M)
in probability as " ! 0, where (x0;M ; y1;M) are the state and output paths for the FSM
with the same control policy and initial condition. Therefore the HMM (3.1) is indeed a
random perturbation of the FSM (1.1).
The probability distribution Pu is equivalent to a distribution Py under which fy"kg
is iid uniformly distributed on Y, independent of fx"kg, and fx
"
kg is a controlled Markov
chain as above:
P











































and the output feedback risk-sensitive stochastic control problem for the HMM (3.1) is to



















Following [6], we dene an information state process ;"k 2 R
n by the relation





















0 (x) = Ifx=x;g.








z (`(x; u)) :(3.6)












where the  denotes matrix transpose.
We can also dene an adjoint process ;"k 2 R
















for ;  2 Rn, it is straightforward to establish the adjoint relationships
h;" ; i = h; ;"i;
h;"k ; 
;"






for all  2 Rn,  2 Rn, and all k.
Remark 3.1 The reason for introducing the information state ;"k is to replace the origi-
nal output feedback risk-sensitive stochastic control problem with an equivalent stochastic
control problem with a state variable ;"k which is completely observed, and to solve this
new problem using dynamic programming. This will yield a state feedback controller for
the new problem, or equivalently, an output feedback controller for the original problem
which is separated through the information state [9], [1], [6].
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As in [6], the cost function can be expressed purely in terms of the information state:
J;"(u) = Ey [h;"M ; 1i] :(3.10)
To see this, observe that for u 2 O0;M 1
E








































l 1; k + 1  l M;
;"k = :
(3.11)
The corresponding value function for this control problem is dened for  2 Rn by
S;"(; k) = min
u2Ok;M 1
E
y [h;"M ; 1i j 
;"
k = ] :(3.12)
The dynamic programming equation for this problem is as follows [6]:
8>><
>>:
S;"(; k) = minu2U E
y
h
S;"(;" (u; y"k+1); k + 1)
i
S;"(;M) = h; 1i:
(3.13)
The next theorem is a statement of the dynamic programming solution to the output
feedback risk-sensitive stochastic control problem.
Theorem 3.2 The value function S;" dened by (3.12) is the unique solution to the
dynamic programming equation (3.13). Conversely, assume that S;" is the solution of
the dynamic programming equation (3.13). Suppose that u 2 O0;M 1 is a policy such




k ), where u

k() achieves the minimum in
(3.13). Then u is an optimal output feedback controller for the risk{sensitive stochastic
control problem (x3.2).
Proof. The proof is similar to those of Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 in [6] (see also [9]).
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Let S;"(; k) denote the solution to the dynamic programming equation (3.13). We
will show that S;"(; k) equals the RHS of (3.12) and that the policy u is optimal. To
this end, dene
S;"(; k; u) = Ey [h;"k ; 
;"
k i j 
;"
k = ] :
We claim that, for all u 2 Ok;M 1,
S;"(; k)  S;"(; k; u)(3.14)
for each k = 0; 1; : : : ;M , with equality if u = u.
For k =M , (3.14) is clearly satised. Assume now that (3.14) holds for k+1; : : : ;M .
Then

























k+1); k + 1)
i
 S;"(; k)
using the induction hypothesis and (3.13). If u = u the above inequalities are replaced
by equalities. This proves (3.14), and hence that S;"(; k) equals the RHS of (3.12).
From (3.14), setting k = 0 and  = " we obtain
S;"("; 0; u) = S;"("; 0)  S;"("; 0; u)
for any u 2 O0;M 1. This implies
J;"(u)  J;"(u)
for all u 2 O0;M 1. This completes the proof.
Remark 3.3 Note that the controller uk is dened as a function of the information
state ;"k , and since 
;"




k is an output feedback
controller for the risk-sensitive stochastic control problem; indeed, u is an information
state feedback controller.
3.5 Small Noise Limit
In [6] it was shown that a deterministic dynamic game problem is obtained as a small
noise limit of a risk{sensitive stochastic control problem. In this subsection, we carry out
this limit procedure for the risk-sensitive stochastic control problem dened above. We
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rst obtain a limit for the information state, and use this to evaluate the appropriate
limit for the value function. This yields an information state and value function for the
dynamic game problem of x2.4. These results will be used in x4 in the solution of the
output feedback robust control problem of x2.
Dene the matrix (u; y00) by its entries
(u; y00)x;x00
4
= z(`(x; u))   (U(x; x




" log;"(u; y00)x;x00 = 
(u; y00)x;x00:(3.16)
The action of the matrix ;" and its adjoint (transpose) on vectors ;  in Rn is
given by the usual matrix multiplication, i.e., sums of products of entries. The action of
the matrix (u; y00) and its adjoint on vectors p; q in Rn is instead dened in terms of








(u; y00)x;x00 + q(x
00)g :
(3.17)





fp(x) + q(x)g ;(3.18)











i = (p; q):(3.19)
The actions corresponding to the matrix (u; y00) are \adjoint" in the sense that
( p; q) = (p; q) :(3.20)
The limit result for the information state is the following:










q = (u; y)q
(3.21)
in Rn uniformly on UY Rn.
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Proof. First note that, using Lemma A.1,
lim
"!0
" logZ"x;u = 0; and lim"!0
" logZ"x = 0:
Next, for a = (x00; u; y; p) dene
F "a (x) = Fa(x)  " logZ
"















and the rst limit result follows using Lemma A.1. The second limit is proven similarly.


























Turning now to the value function, we have:









exists (i.e. the sequence converges uniformly on Rn), is continuous, and satises the
recursion 8><
>:
W (p; k) = minu2Umaxy2Y fW
( (u; y)p; k + 1)g
W (p;M) = (p; 0) :
(3.25)
Proof. First note that the solution of the recursion (3.25) is a continuous function
on Rn for each k (this is readily veried by induction).
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p; k + 1)
i




























p"a; k + 1) = W (pa; k + 1)











p; k + 1) = max
y002Y
W (; (u; y00)p; k + 1)





fW ( (u; y)p; k + 1)g ;
and the limit is uniform in p.
4 Solution to the Robust Control Problem
4.1 Equivalent Game Problem
We now replace the deterministic output feedback game problem (x2) with an equiva-
lent deterministic game problem with pk, dened in x3.5, as a completely observed state
variable. The solution of this new problem will result in an information state feedback
controller, and thus an output feedback controller for the original game problem which is
separated through the information state.
The next theorem shows that the cost function can be expressed in terms of the
information state [6], [1].
Theorem 4.1 We have for all u 2 O0;M 1
J(u) = max
y2YM
f(pM ; 0)g :(4.1)
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l=0 x(`(l; ul))   (U(l; l+1; ul) + V (l; yl+1))
o
= maxw2WM maxv2VM maxx02X fJ
(u; w; v; x0)g
= J(u);
where we have made use of the denitions for the cost functions U and V (x2.2).
4.2 Dynamic Programming







l 1; k + 1  l  M;
pk = p:
(4.2)
The value function is dened for p 2 Rn by




f(pM ; 0) : p

k = pg :(4.3)
The solution of the game problem is expressed as follows.
Theorem 4.2 The value function W (p; k) dened by (4.3) is the unique solution to the
dynamic programming equation (3.25). Further, if W (p; k) is the solution of (3.25), and









achieves the minimum in (3.25), then u is an optimal policy for the output feedback
dynamic game problem (x2.4).
Proof. Standard dynamic programming arguments, similar to those employed in the
proof of Theorem 3.2, show that the function W (p; k) dened by (4.3) is the solution to
the dynamic programming equation (3.25), and
W ( ; 0) = J(u) = min
u2O0;M 1
J(u):
Therefore u is optimal.
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4.3 Robust Control
The solution to the state feedback robust control problem (x2.5) was expressed in terms
of the solution f k (x) of a dynamic programming equation, and a state feedback con-
troller ~uk(x) was obtained. The framework we have developed in this paper allows us
to characterize the solution of the output feedback robust control problem in terms of
the solution W (p; k) of a dynamic programming equation, and obtain an output feed-
back controller uk(p

k( ; y1;k)). Note that the information state p

k is also the solution of a
dynamic programming equation (3.22).
Theorem 4.3 (Necessity) Assume that there exists a controller uo 2 O0;M 1 solving
the output feedback robust control problem. Then there exists a solution W (p; k) of the
dynamic programming equation (3.25) such that W ( ; 0) = 0. (Suciency) Assume
that there exits a solution W (p; k) of the dynamic programming equation (3.25) such
that W ( ; 0) = 0, and let uk(p) be a control value achieving the minimum in (3.25).
Then uk(p

k( ; y1;k)) is an output feedback controller which solves the output feedback robust
control problem.
Proof. Dene W  by (4.3). Then by Theorem 4.2 we know that W  is the solution
of the dynamic programming equation (3.25). Next, we have
0  W ( ; 0) = min
u2O0;M 1
J(u)  J(uo)  0;
and so W ( ; 0) = 0.
To prove suciency, by Theorem 4.2 we have
0 = W ( ; 0) = J(u);
which is the same as (2.15). Therefore u solves the output feedback robust control
problem.
A Appendix
The following theorem is a version of the Varadhan-Laplace lemma [3].
Lemma A.1 Let A be a subset of Rm, and F "a , Fa be real valued functions dened on a






















Proof. Write F "a = maxx2X F
"






F "a = Fa:







a (x)="  ne
F "a=";
from which (A.1) follows.
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